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ISO TC154 JWG8 progress

1. ISO/CD 23355: Visibility data interchange between logistics information service providers

- **Project leader:** Huiting Yang (SAC)
- **Editors:** Huiting Yang, Xiaoxiao Hu, Yizhou Wu, Lin Wang, Dapeng (Max) Liu, Hongru (Judy) Zhu, Sue Probert, Lance Thompson

- **Progress:**
  
  CD ballot approved
  
  The project team is working on the comments resolution (JWG 8 N 82) with UNECE.

Recommendation 1 to the plenary of ISO/TC 154

JWG8 recommend to initiate DIS ballot before March 2022 for ISO/CD 23355 “Visibility data interchange between logistics information service providers” after updated draft were approved in JWG8.
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2. ISO/PWI 23356: Visibility logistics data interchange interface

◆ Progress: No

• The project was automatic cancelled because it exceeds 3 years as PWI.
• The project team can continue working on the form4 and draft of this project.
3. ISO/NP 5909: Data interchange processes of blockchain based negotiable maritime bill of lading related to e-Commerce platform

- **Project leader:** Lin Wang (SAC), Vineet Malhotra (UNECE)
- **Editors:** Lin Wang, Vineet Malhotra, Gadi Benmoshe, Sue Probert, Dapeng (Max) Liu, Hongru (Judy) Zhu, Lance Thompson, Chonggang Feng

- **Progress**
  The NP ballot has failed on the 2nd criterion of participation.

---

**Recommendation 2 to the plenary of ISO/TC 154**

JWG8 recommend to initiate second NP ballot (8 weeks) before November 2021 for ISO/NP 5909 “Data interchange processes of blockchain based negotiable maritime bill of lading related to e-Commerce platform”. 
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4. PWI proposal “Data and procedures of edible agricultural products based on Blockchain and DLT application”

◆ Project leader: Wenting Chang (SAC)

◆ Progress

  • All received comments were discussed and solved in JWG8 August meeting (JWG 8 N 80).
  • It was concluded on the ISO/TC154 opening plenary meeting that ISO/TC154 will draft resolutions to approve this PWI in the closing meeting.
  • Form4 (JWG 8 N 79) and draft (JWG 8 N 78) were discussed in JWG8 August meeting.

Recommendation 3 to the plenary of ISO/TC 154

JWG8 recommend to initiate ISO/PWI “Data and process of edible agricultural products based on Blockchain and DLT application”, and NP ballot can be initiated after Form 4 and draft were approved in JWG8.
ISO TC154 40# virtual plenary meeting plan

➢ First part: Opening plenary (Sep. 2\textsuperscript{nd})
   – WG meetings will be held and WGs report will be finalized between first part and second part, including proposed recommendations to the plenary.
   – Reminder:
     • Liaison reports should be submitted before Oct.7\textsuperscript{th}.
     • WG meetings and reports should be submitted before Oct. 14\textsuperscript{th}.

➢ Second part: WG report meeting (Oct.21\textsuperscript{th})
   – Discussion on the reports and proposed recommendations of each working group to the plenary meeting.
   – make the resolutions

➢ Third part: Closing plenary (Oct.28\textsuperscript{th})
   – Review resolutions of each working group
   – Discussion on the date and location of next plenary meeting

➢ After closing plenary meeting
   – Complete actions based on the resolutions, and complete the minutes of the plenary meeting.